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Abstract
Decompositions of products of the Ray elements and low dimensional free generators of
the symplectic cobordism ring are obtained. In particular it is stated that most of the Andimensional generators, for n small, after multiplication by the Ray elements <^, i ^ 0 land in
the ideal generated by Ray elements of low dimension.
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Introduction

Most of the relations between Ray elements fa and free generators in the torsion part of the
symplectic cobordism ring up to dimension 32 [14, 15] can be conventionally subdivided into
three types: to the first type correspond relations which mainly follow from relations in the
integral part coming from MSp 4n . In more detail, relations of the first type have the form
(x + y)fa = 0, and these relations follow from the fact that the sum of free generators x + y is
divisible by 2, whereas the Ray elements have order 2. Relations of the second type have the
form zfa — 0 where z is again a 4n-dimensional generator from the free part. The aim of the
paper is to elucidate origins of the relations of third type as in the Abstract.
Let C be the universal Sp(l)-bundle, then Ci <8>cC2®cC3 i s a symplectic bundle over -BSp(l) x
5Sp(l) x 5Sp(l); also Ci ®c Cf a n d Ci ®R Qia r e symplectic bundles over BSp(l) x J3Sp(l).
Section 2 is devoted to the calculation of transfers [1, 5, 2, 11]. In Section 3 we prove the
following main result:
Theorem 1.1. Let xi = pi(d), i=l,2, be the first Conner-Floyd symplectic Pontyagin class.
Let <f>j, j ^ 0, be the Ray elements, and let n be such that MSp 4m is torsion free for m ^ In — 1.
Then
a) The element <f>jPi{Ci ®c (f) i S divisible by foxi + <$>\x\ + ... + <P[n/2]xi >
b) 0JPI(CI®EC2) = 0

in the ring MSp*(HP(n)2) = MSp*{[x1,x2]]/(x7l+1).
In Section 4 we shall see that in terms of the coefficients a^TO of the first Conner-Floyd
symplectic Pontryagin class

the structure of MSp4^., k ^ 4 can be interpreted as follows:

MSp'4fc
Z
Z +Z

z + z+ z
z+z+z+z+z
Then Theorem 1.1 implies
Corollary 1.1. For i ^ 0 one has

generators

^022,

) 0-211
, 0122,

, 2y 4 .

a) <Mooi = (fiiciou = <Mo22 = faaou = 0;
b) ^jflin and faayxz belong to the ideal
c) <fiia2u belong to the ideal <fioMSp* +

Relations of Corollary 1.1 imply that multiplication by the elements fa, i ^ 0, carries most
of the low dimensional generators from the free part of MSp 4 n to the ideal generated by the
elements 4>o and 4>i-
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Preliminaries and calculations with transfer

Let £ and A be, respectively, the universal U(l)-bundle and the universal Spin(3)-bundle. Thus
the sphere bundle of A is TT : -BU(l) —> BSp(l),

and one has

T*(C) = e + f;

(2.1)

7r*(A) = £2 + M;

(2.2)

C ®H C = A + M;

(2.3)

where ( is the universal Sp(l)-bundle as above. Let N be the normalizer of the torus U(l) in
Sp(l). The classifying space BN coincides with the orbit space of the complex projective space
CP(oo) under the free involution / , which acts via

in homogeneous coordinates.
The bundle p : BN —> 5Sp(l) coincides with the projective bundle of A and we have the
canonical splitting
fM + v,

(2.4)

denned by projectivisation p, where fx and v are a plane and linear real bundles. Of course for
the double covering q : BU(1) -)• BN we have q*(fj.) = £2 and q*(v) — E.
Let TV and rv be the transfer maps of the bundles TT and p [2, 5, 11]. The following lemma
follows from [6].
Lemma 2.1. IT*T* = 1 + 1* and n*r* = q*
The following lemma follows from definitions
Lemma 2.2. (£i£| + £i£i)!
covering l B U ( i )

x

Q-

=

(^i + fi) ®R ^> w -^ e r e ''•' JS the Atiyah transfer of the double

Let / be the map / : BN —> BX/2 induced by the projection of N onto the Weyl group Z/2
and let r*xg be the transfer homomorphism for the above double covering lgu(i) x 9 •
Lemma 2.3. For some elements Oj G MSp (SZ/2) the following formula holds
n*x9(Pi(fifi + fi^l) = Pi((d + fi) ®K A*)

Proof. Taking into account Lemma 2.2 the proof follows from the following formula [13]:
Let q be the double covering q : X —> B, let 77 —> X be the symplectic line bundle, r]\ -> B the
Atiyah transfer bundle, rq the transfer map of the covering q and / : X —> BZ/2 the classifying
map of the real line bundle associated with q. Then for some elements cc, from MSp (BZ/2)
the following formula holds

Lemma 2.4. Let r be the transfer of the sphere bundle of a Spin(3)-bundie, then (pjlmr* = 0,
j > 0.
Proof. Of course it suffices to prove this for the universal Spin(3)-bundle TT, that is, <j>jT*{a) = 0
forallaGMSp*( J BU(l)).
Let Sir be the Boardman map [3]. Then as it is known from [2],

Here e(£§) is the Euler class of the bundle £| which is the bundle of tangents along the fibers.
Then from [10, 7] (pj^iV) — 0- This proves Lemma 2.4.
Recall from [10, 7, 8] that the bundle A is MSp-orientable and the corresponding Euler class
has the form

Ei

(2-5)

The restrictions of ?r and p to the symplectic projective space ELP(n) will be denoted by the
same symbols. Total spaces of these bundles coincide, respectively, with the complex projective
space CP(2n + 1) and with the orbit space CP(2n + 1)// under the free involution I which acts
via

in homogeneous coordinates.

Proposition 2.1. ^ T ; x l t e ( r f ®RC) = 0for7rxl = 7rxl BSp(1) : £U(1) xBSp(l) -»• BSp(l) 2 ,
j ^ 0 andi = 1,2.
Proof. WehaveP,-(rf®RC) = EA^O ^k PI (C) in AfSp*(5U(l)xJBSp(l)) = MSp*(BU(l))[[p! (()]]•
Then it follows from Lemma 2.4, that
K

3

1V / /

^—j

J

V /j

X

Proof of Theorem 1.1

The bundle TT x 1 : CP(2n + 1) x HP(n) -^ HP(n) x IHP(n) coincides with the sphere bundle of
the pullback of A —> HLP(n) along the projection on the first factor HLP(n) x HP(n) -> HP(n).
So taking into account the formula (2.5) we have to prove that
(if X llHLP(r2.))*(^Pl(Cl ®C C2))

=

^

in MSp*(CP(2n+l) xHLP(n)). The transfer T* = rj*X7r of the bundle l<cp(2n+i) X7r i s a composite
of two transfers, namely
T*=rr(r 2 *)
where T\ is the transfer of the bundle lcp(2n+i) x 9a n d T2 i s the transfer of l<cp(2n+i) x ^P; where
the bundles p, -K and g are the bundles defined above, that is
lxq: CP(2n + 1) x CP(2n + 1) -> CP(2n + 1) x CP(2n + 1)/J;
lxp: CP(2n + 1) x CP(2n + 1)// -> CP(2n + 1) x HP(n).
Using the formula (2.2) we have (£i + fi) ®c Cf) = (Ci + 6.) ®K (A + K), hence we have
fi) ®c C22) = Pi((6 + 6 ) ®B A) + P l ( e i + &).
Applying Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we have

E(^)^((ei+6) ®R/i),
Then by theformula(2.4)
Pi((Ci + 6 ) ®M M) = (1 x p)*Pi((6 + 6 ) ®M A) hence
((PI

(6 + ei

^O

(l x p)*(pi((^i + 6 ) ®E A)) -

(3.1)

*(Qi)Ml

+ fl) ®M /*)•

(3-2)

Now we have to prove that T | ( 1 ) = 1, the second summand in (3.2) coincides with X\ = pi(Ci)
and the third summand is zero.
Note that the bundle (£i + £i) OR V is pullback of the bundle (®rj -s- i?Sp(l) x BZ/2 along
the map (n,f).

Then p\(( ®rj) is an element from MSp*(BZ/2)[\pi(()]], hence we have

for some elements /% G MSp (BZ/2). This implies

E *(AM(6 + 6)
Similarly the bundle (^i + d) ®m JJ, is pullback of the bundle C ® r}{2) -> BSp(l) x 50(2),
where 77(2) —> 5 0 ( 2 ) is the universal 0(2)-bundle. Hence
+ fi) ®M /*) G MSp*(BN)[^(d + fi)]]
and we have for the third summand of the formula (3.2)

i

+ 6)

for some 7^ G MSp*(l?N).
So using (3.1) we have

T^(8i)x\,

(3.3)

i=0

for some & G MSp*(CP(2n + 1)//) .
It is known from [14, 15] that up to dimension 32, MSp 4n is torsion free. Motivated by
this fact let us assume that MSp 4m is torsion free when m ^ 2n — 1. Then it follows that
MSp4k(MP(n))

is torsion free, when k ^ 1 — n. Then since the minimal dimension of the

elements 7* from the formula (3.3) is 4 - An, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the third summand
of (3.3) restricts to zero in MSp*(HP(n)). Also r*(p)(l) = 1 and T*(TT)(1) = 2.
Thus we obtain from (3.3) and then Lemma 2.4

This proves Theorem 1.1 a).

For the proof of b) note that it follows from Lemma 2.1 that for the bundle TTX 1 = TTX :
we have

2 P I ( ( £ I + 6 ) ®c C2) = ( «

I ) * P I ( ( C I ®R C2)).

Then by (2.5) any element from ker(l x n)* is divisible by e(A). On the other hand by hypothesis MSp4k(MP(n))

is torsion free for k ^ 1 - n. Hence we conclude that restriction of the

homomorphism (it X 1)* to MSp(MP(n)2)
PliCi ®R C2) = r*xl(pi{r^i

is a monomorphism, thus in MSp 4 (HP(re) 2 ) one has

®K C2))

Now since Proposition 2.1 says that the right-hand side is zero after multiplication by <j>j,
this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Corollary 1.1

Let h : 7r*(MSp) —> ff*(MSp) = "L[qj,q2,--) be the Hurevicz homomorphism. Since 7T4n(MSp)
is torsion free for small n (see [12, 14, 15]), the Hurevicz homomorphism is a monomorphism in
these dimensions. So in low dimensions An the Hurevicz homomorhism determines all relations.
Our aim here is to express the coefficients a.kim from the introduction through the generators
:r-es.
Values of the Hurevicz homomorphism on these akim are calculated in [9]. In low dimensions
we have
^(oioo) = ^(<2oio) ~ Maooi)

=

4;

M«2oo) = h(a02o) = h{aOo2) = 0;
h(ciiio) — hyQjQi) = /i(oon)

==

h(am) = 360g2
h\Q,2iQ) = ... = hyd(ji2)
Q

^•( 3oo) = •••

=

^(0003)

= 60g 2 •
=

0j

a

M 2 2 o ) = ••• = ^(^022) = 280g 3 / i ( a 3 i o ) = ••• = h\CLQi3) = 112g 3 —

h{a2U) = ... = h(an2)

= 1680q3-

h(a\22) = ... = h{a22\) = 75600g4
h{a4\o) = ... = h(aou) = lS0q4 - 360^1^3 + 420g2g2 — 120g| Further the Hurevicz images of generators of MSp are calculated in [12]. Namely h(MSp4k)
i?4/c(MSp) has the following generators
k = l:

24qy,

k = 2:

20g 2 - 8g 2 ; 144g 2 ;

fc = 3:

; lOOqj - 80g 2 g 2
2880gfg2 - 1152gJ; 20736gf.
7

C

So we have that the elements aoii,aiii,ao22?fli22>Gn2)ai2O>Qi4O

a r e

§enera*ors ^

m

introduction.
Remark 4.1. In terms of 2s,, the generators of MSp4n from [12], we have modulo 2MSp*:
2xi = aoii) 2a;2 = 0012, 2^3 = ao22, %4 = aoi4, x\ = a m , etc.

Remark 4.2. Alternatively images of the elements a^ in complex cobordism MU* can be
calculated in terms of two-valued formal groups:
/i*(pi(Ci ®c C2 ®c Cs)) = e i f o , Y + ) + e i ( x l 5 y - ) ,
where Y+ + Y~ = Qi(x2,xs), Y+Y~ — ©2(^25^3); ©i and ©2 are the coefficient of the twovalued formal group [4] and \i is the obvious map from the symplectic cobordism theory to the
complex cobordism theory.
Let us consider now Corollary 1.1. Prom Theorem 1.1 a) we have in MSp*(HP(4) x HP(4)
the relation of the form
\

(0022)22

l

for some element b(x\,X2) =€ MSp * (MP(n)2). Then since 621+1 = 0 [13] by the equality of
the coefficients at the monomials x\x\, x\x\ and x\x\ we obtain the assertions b) and c) of
Corollary 1.1.
Similarly from Proposition 2.1 we have

and hence the assertion a) of Corollary 1.1 is valid.
Proposition 4.1. In dimension 32 there is an element y\ such that foyl does not belong to
the ideal generated by <J>Q and (j>\. Moreover ^vi does not belong to the ideal generated by <po,
4>i, ... , 02'-i> * > !•
Proof. It follows from the calculations of the symplectic cobordism ring made in [14, 15].
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